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Additin RC 5000 series: New Solutions for watermiscible metalworking fluids
Mannheim – Rhein Chemie Rheinau GmbH, an additive specialist for
industrial lubricants, extends its product portfolio about with product line for
water-miscible metalworking fluids. The new Additin® RC 5000 series includes
a total of twelve products and can be divided into the following product groups:
Lubricity additives, EP additives, Corrosion inhibitors plus Additive packages.

Already, many components from Rhein Chemie can be used in water-miscible
metalworking fluids with the aid of emulsifiers. The new Additin® RC 5000
series offers special solutions for water-miscible metalworking fluids –both for
emulsifiable and water-soluble types. Furthermore the new Additin® RC 5000
series contents contains several products that are suitable for the use in HFC
fluids, water-based metal cleaners and antifreeze. This is only the beginning
of an ongoing expansion into this product area.
Rhein Chemie is a chemicals company which has had a successful track
record in customized additives and service products stretching back over 100
years. The approximately 850-strong workforce produces and sells products
for various sectors of the rubber, lubricant and plastics industries worldwide.
The company is headquartered in Mannheim-Rheinau, Germany and has
subsidiaries and production facilities in Europe, Asia and North and South
America. Rhein Chemie is a wholly owned subsidiary of the LANXESS
Group, Leverkusen, Germany.
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Forward-Looking Statements
This news release contains forward-looking statements based on current assumptions and
forecasts made by the management of Rhein Chemie Rheinau GmbH. Various known and
unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors could lead to material differences between the
actual future results, financial situation, development or performance of our sole stockholder
LANXESS Deutschland GmbH and the estimates given here. These factors include those
discussed in LANXESS AG’s reports to the Frankfurt Stock Exchange. LANXESS AG and
Rhein Chemie Rheinau GmbH assume no liability whatsoever to update these forward-looking
statements or to conform them to future events or developments.
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